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- Body representation in primary somatosensory (S1) and motor 
(M1) cortical area can be reshaped by vision of vitual tactile 
stimuli
- Our results suggest that body schema representation emerges 
due to highly distributed processing in multiple viso-tactile 
cortical areas linked by polysynaptic connections.
- S1 and M1 are capable of multi-modal (e.g. vision) processing 





























































V+P sync V+P async
Following a brief period of brushing monkey arms with a real brush, synchronized with the vision of an arm avatar being brushed virtually, neurons in the primary somatosensory and motor cortices 
began to fire in response to the virtual brushing alone, suggesting that cortical representation of the body can be reshaped, in a matter of minutes, to incorporate even virtual limbs
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V+P VS. VONLY LATENCY
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